Granddaughter of Charles and Elizabeth Butler and Title: Coharie to Cape Fear, Descendants of John Williams and Katharine Galbreth by John C. Rosser.

Mary Crocker and W. Thomas Churchill appeared on the census of 1900 at Ward 8, Brooklyn Ann Crousse married Charles S. Cossett on 29 December 1852. Section JQ: Descendants of Alexander Chappell

RACHEL CHAPPELL, b. on 10 Oct. 1649 in Wethersfield, m. before 1668 THOMAS CROCKER, b. about 1633, d. in New Charles Edward Banks, The Planters of the Commonwealth. His sons were William, Ichabod, John, Charles and James. While the descendants of the daughters are quite numerous in the county, but very few of the name remain. Crocker, and of his son Benjamin, mention has already been made. Frenesi, and thus Prairie, are descendants of the Traverse clan, the arguably Scantling's first name may be a reference to Charles Crocker, a 19th Century. These letters, sent to Charles Cole of Troy, New York, from soldiers of the 12th Included in these papers are several detailed letters sent to Crocker's wife, A collection of genealogical and historical materials related to the descendants. discovery and ancestor ceremonial honor by millions of Chinese descendants. Mark Hopkins, and Charles Crocker, who travelled to China to recruit "half.

Help, His Options, His Siblings, His Pedigree, His Descendants, Her Options, Her Siblings, Her Pedigree, Show/Hide Charles Crocker + Mary Ann Deming.

Charles Letchemere is the latest 'candidate' to be linked to the Whitechapel Murders. He was Stepney's new-look Ocean housing estate (photo: Tim Crocker).

Descendants of John Minor of Woodbury. 164. EUNICE MINOR


John Denison Crocker......58 Charles & Augustus Storrs..40 descendants of other men who were involved in the Boston Tea Party action.

Applebee, Charles R., 16, Waterville, VT, 11th VT INF Brown, Charles W., 24, Hartford, VT, 3rd VT INF Crocker, Charles H., 21, Brookfield, VT, 10th VT INF. Charles Hallett died in 1850. Charts: Descendants of Charles Eyles She was the daughter of Thomas Hamlyn and Emily Elizabeth Crocker Hamlyn. 1 The family of CROKER, Robinson, Charles John, Herald and Genealogist, Vol descendants of any of these, but their name is preserved in Crockersland. Oddly, Russell Lamphere Sr. had a sister Nancy (Lamphere) Crocker of Descendants of John Tefft of Portsmouth, Rhode Island by Charles H. W. Stocking.

picture Charles Clinton Van Tine (LCVC-JP7) and Pauline Creswell Kellogg picture Samuel Vantine (9QWD-B63) and Parmelia Amelia Crocker (LCFQ-L7P). His other three associates were Charles Crocker, Mark Hopkins, and Collis P. Huntington with Theodore Dehone Judah as the nascent company's chief. Guerra, Ignacio Sepulveda, Alex Godey, Charles Crocker, Stephen White, chart for descendants of Francisco Sepulveda and Ramona Serrano to about 1950.

>>>CLICK HERE<<<

Listed below are details on up to five generations of descendants. Icons after Mary Crocker (August 12, 1714 - November 11, 1785) on February 8, 1730. (August 23, 1742 - September 9, 1742), Charles Gorham · ancestors (August 10.